
Extended Learner Program 
Teacher Nomination Form 

 
Staff Member’s Name: ___________________________________________ 
Please use the attached sheet to nominate current students for next year’s Extended Learner              
Program.  This is the main method by which a student may gain access to the evaluation process.                 
Each time a student’s name appears, chances for selection are increased. 
 

YOU MUST RETURN this form to me on or  before _________________.  Your response is              
important to  ALL students who may be eligible and interested in this program. Your time and                
consideration are appreciated. 
 

Recommendations should be made from among students that you are currently teaching, have             
taught, or have dealt with on an extracurricular basis. 
 

Listed below are a number of characteristics of a “Gifted” student. If you know a student who                 
possesses several of these characteristics, please include his/her name. 
 

1. Possesses curiosity, is a keen observer, thrives on complexity, gets involved. 
2. Shows superior intellectual ability. 
3. Sees new relationship; is able to generate many alternatives. 
4. Develops ideas that are original and uncommon, yet adaptive to the requirements of             

a particular problem or task. 
5. Is tolerant of ambiguity. 
6. Learns rapidly, easily, and efficiently; retains and uses information. 
7. Can learn quickly and in sizable chunks, both in formal and experimental situations. 
8. Has exceptional fluency in written or verbal expressions or in the arts (that is often               

characterized by advanced vocabulary and abstract reasoning). 
9. Is inquisitive, asks provocative questions; has unusual ability to evaluate and           

criticize. 
10. Is perceptually open to the environment, and is quite sensitive to subtle and implicit              

features in his/her realm of experience. 
11. Demonstrates leadership ability in his/her peer group; has an ability to organize            

people and tasks and to motivate others. 
12. Has a pronounced ability to concentrate for long periods of time and is a producer. 
13. Derives considerable pleasure from intellectual and artistic attainments. 
14. Shows a university of interests. 
15. Enjoys the freedom to learn and create according to his/her own style. 
16. Is very likely to have strong moral and social concerns. 
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